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Abstract
In this paper, we investigate the existence of resolvable group divisible designs (RGDDs) with block size four, group-type hn and
index three. The necessary conditions for the existence of such a design are n4 and hn ≡ 0 (mod 4). These necessary conditions
are shown to be sufﬁcient except for (h, n) ∈ {(2, 4), (2, 6)} and possibly excepting (h, n) = (2, 54).
© 2005 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Let K be a set of positive integers and let  be a positive integer. A group divisible designs (GDDs), denoted by
(K, )-GDD, is a triple (X,G,B) where
1. X is a ﬁnite set of points,
2. G is a set of subsets of X, called groups, which partition X,
3. B is a collection of subsets of X with sizes from K, called blocks, such that every pair of points from distinct groups
occurs in exactly  blocks, and
4. no pair of points belonging to a group occurs in any block.
The group-type (or type) of the GDD is the multiset {|G| : G ∈ G}. We usually use an “exponential” notation to
describe group-type: a type 1i2j3k . . . denotes i occurrences of 1, j occurrences of 2, etc. When K = {k}, we write
(K, )-GDD as (k, )-GDD. Further, we denote (K, 1)-GDD as K-GDD and (k, 1)-GDD as k-GDD.
An -parallel class of blocks in a GDD (X,G,B) is a subset B′ ⊆ B such that each point x ∈ X is contained in
exactly  blocks inB′. When = 1, we will employ the usual term parallel class. If the block setB can be partitioned
into -parallel classes, then the GDD is called -resolvable (or just resolvable if  = 1). A GDD (X,G,B) is called
A-resolvable if its block setB admits a partition into subsetsB1,B2, . . . ,Br where for each i=1, 2, . . . , r there is an
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i ∈A such that each point x ∈ X is contained in exactly i blocks inBi . It is not difﬁcult to see that anA-resolvable
GDD with K = {k} must have uniform group size.
Resolvable GDDs have been instrumental in the construction of other types of designs. Many researchers have
been involved in investigating the existence of resolvable GDDs. Simple counting arguments show that if there is a
(k, )-RGDD of type hn, then
nk,
hn ≡ 0 (mod k) and
h(n − 1) ≡ 0 (mod k − 1).
The above necessary conditions for the existence of a (k, )-RGDD of type hn have been proved to be sufﬁcient for
k = 3 (see [2,16,19]), with the deﬁnite exception of (3, )-RGDDs of type hn for (, h, n) ∈ {(1, 2, 6), (1, 6, 3)} ∪
{(2j + 1, 2, 3), (4j + 2, 1, 6) : j0}. However, the case for k = 4 has remained open for a long time and we have the
following known results (see [8,9,11–15,17,20,22–24]).
Theorem 1.1. The necessary conditions for the existence of a (4, 1)-RGDD of type hn, namely, n4, hn ≡ 0
(mod 4) and h(n − 1) ≡ 0 (mod 3), are also sufﬁcient except for (h, n) ∈ {(2, 4), (2, 10), (3, 4), (6, 4)} and possibly
excepting:
1. h ≡ 2, 10 (mod 12): h = 2 and n ∈ {34, 46, 52, 70, 82, 94, 100, 118, 130, 142, 178, 184, 202, 214, 238,
250, 334, 346}; h = 10 and n ∈ {4, 34, 52, 94}; h ∈ [14, 454] ∪ {478, 502, 514, 526, 614, 626, 686} and
n ∈ {10, 70, 82}.
2. h ≡ 6 (mod 12): h = 6 and n ∈ {6, 54, 68}; h = 18 and n ∈ {18, 38, 62}.
3. h ≡ 9 (mod 12): h = 9 and n = 44.
4. h ≡ 0 (mod 12): h = 12 and n = 27; h = 36 and n ∈ {11, 14, 15, 18, 23}.
In the remainder of this paper, we investigate the existence of (4, 3)-RGDDs of type hn. The necessary conditions
for the existence of such a design reduce to
1. n4 and n ≡ 0 (mod 4) when h ≡ 1, 3 (mod 4),
2. n4 and n ≡ 0 (mod 2) when h ≡ 2 (mod 4), and
3. n4 when h ≡ 0 (mod 4).
We will prove the following theorem.
Theorem 1.2. The necessary conditions for the existence of a (4, 3)-RGDD of type hn, namely, n4 and hn ≡ 0
(mod 4), are also sufﬁcient except for (h, n) ∈ {(2, 4), (2, 6)} and possibly excepting (h, n) = (2, 54).
2. Recursive constructions
To describe our recursive constructions, we need the following auxiliary designs. For more detailed information on
some of these related combinatorial structures, the reader is referred to [3,25].
A (K, )-frame is a GDD (X,G,B) in which the collection of blocksB can be partitioned into holey parallel classes
each of which partitions X\G for some G ∈ G. A uniform frame is a frame in which all groups are of the same
size.
The group-type (or type) of the frame is the multiset {|G| : G ∈ G}. As with GDDs we shall use an “exponential”
notation to describe group-type.
The known results on the existence of (4, 3)-frames can be summarized as follows.
Theorem 2.1 (Furino et al. [5], Ge [7], Ge et al. [10]). The necessary conditions for the existence of a (4, 3)-frame
of type hu, namely, u5 and (u − 1)h ≡ 0 (mod 4), are also sufﬁcient, except possibly where
1. h ∈ {2} ∪ {n : n ≡ 2 (mod 4) and 10n3746} and u ∈ {23, 27};
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2. h = 6 and u ∈ {7, 23, 27, 39, 47}.
For recursion, we will also need the following (4, 3)-frame.
Lemma 2.2. There exists a (4, 3)-frame of type 127201.
Proof. Let the point set beZ84∪{∞1,∞2, . . . ,∞20}, and let the group set be {{j, j+7, . . . , j+77} : j=0, 1, . . . , 6}∪
{{∞1,∞2, . . . ,∞20}}. Below are the required base blocks.
{0, 17, 23, 74}, {0, 9, 38, 43}, {0, 11, 30, 69}, {0, 9, 19, 66},
{0, 2, 81, 83}, {4, 12, 55, 73}, {8, 44, 52, 76}, {6, 31, 32, 71},
{17, 54, 83,∞1}, {24, 46, 58,∞2}, {40, 62, 65,∞3}, {38, 60, 69,∞4},
{20, 53, 80,∞5}, {2, 22, 74,∞6}, {1, 3, 39,∞7}, {9, 13, 50,∞8},
{16, 27, 33,∞9}, {29, 61, 67,∞10}, {30, 34, 47,∞11}, {5, 36, 66,∞12},
{26, 41, 57,∞13}, {10, 23, 81,∞14}, {19, 78, 79,∞15}, {59, 64, 75,∞16},
{18, 48, 68,∞17}, {11, 15, 51,∞18}, {25, 37, 45,∞19}, {43, 72, 82,∞20}.
Here, all the above base blocks are developed by +1mod 84. Each of the ﬁrst 5 base blocks containing the element 0
gives a holey parallel class with hole {∞1,∞2, . . . ,∞20} when developed by +4mod 84. The remaining blocks form
a holey parallel class with hole {0, 7, . . . , 77}. 
A transversal design (TD) TD(k, n) is a GDD of group type nk and block size k. A resolvable TD(k, n) (denoted
by RTD(k, n)) is equivalent to a TD(k + 1, n). It is well known that the existence of a TD(k, n) is equivalent to the
existence of k−2 mutually orthogonal Latin squares (MOLS) of order n. In this paper, we mainly employ the following
known results on TDs.
Lemma 2.3 (Colbourn and Dinitz [4]).
1. An RTD(4, n) exists for all n4 except for n = 6 and possibly excepting n = 10.
2. A TD(6, n) exists for all n5 except possibly for n ∈ {6, 10, 14, 18, 22}.
3. A TD(7, n) exists for all n7 except possibly for n ∈ {10, 14, 15, 18, 20, 22, 26, 30, 34, 38, 46, 60, 62}.
4. ATD(8, n) exists for all n7 except possibly for n ∈ {10, 12, 14, 15, 18, 20, 21, 22, 26, 28, 30, 33, 34, 35, 38, 39,
42, 44, 46, 51, 52, 54, 58, 60, 62, 66, 68, 74}.
5. A TD(q + 1, q) exists, where q is a prime power.
An incomplete group divisible design (IGDD) with block size k and index  is a quadruple (X,G, H,B) which
satisﬁes the following properties:
1. G= {G1,G2, . . . ,Gn} is a partition of a set X (of points) into subsets called groups,
2. H is a subset of X called a hole,
3. B is a collection of subsets of X, called blocks, such that a group and a block contain at most one common point,
4. every pair of points from distinct groups is either in H or occurs in exactly  blocks but not both, and
5. no pair of points belonging to a group occurs in any block.
We denote this design by (k, )-IGDD(T ) where T is the type and deﬁned by the multiset {(|Gi |, |Gi ∩ H |) :
1 in}. As with GDDs, we shall use an “exponential” notation to describe the type. When H = ∅, an IGDD of type
{(|Gi |, 0) : 1 in} is just a GDD of type {|Gi | : 1 in}.
A (k, )-IGDD is said to be resolvable and denoted by (k, )-IRGDD if its blocks can be partitioned into parallel
classes and partial parallel classes, the latter partitioning X\H .
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In this paper, we shall only use IRGDDs of such type as (h, 0)m−n(h, h)n where h> 0 and mn0. So, we shall
simply use h(m,n) to denote the type. An IRGDD of type h(m,1) is just an RGDD of type hm.
Lemma 2.4. There exists a (4, 3)-IRGDD of type 2(12,2).
Proof. Let the point set be (Z10 × {0, 1}) ∪ {w, x, y, z}, let the groups be generated by {(0, i), (5, i)}, i ∈ {0, 1}
and let the hole set be {w, x, y, z}. The two partial parallel classes missing the hole {w, x, y, z} are generated by
{(0, 0), (3, 0), (0, 1), (3, 1)}. The following base blocks in each column form an initial parallel class. Here, w + j =w
for j ∈ Z10. This happens similarly to x, y, z.
{(0, 0), (1, 0), (3, 1), (9, 1)}, {(0, 0), (4, 1), (6, 1), (7, 1)},
{(6, 0), (8, 0), (0, 1), (2, 1)}, {(5, 0), (7, 0), (9, 0), (0, 1)},
{(3, 0), (4, 0), (7, 0), w}, {(2, 1), (3, 1), (5, 1), w},
{(2, 0), (1, 1), (7, 1), x}, {(3, 0), (4, 0), (1, 1), x},
{(9, 0), (4, 1), (8, 1), y}, {(2, 0), (6, 0), (8, 1), y},
{(5, 0), (5, 1), (6, 1), z}, {(1, 0), (8, 0), (9, 1), z}. 
To obtain our main results, we shall use the following basic constructions, for which proofs can be found in [6].
Construction 2.5 (Breaking up groups). If there exists a (k, )-RGDD of type (hm)u and a (k, )-RGDD of type hm,
then there exists a (k, )-RGDD of type hmu and a (k, )-IRGDD of type h(mu,m).
Construction 2.6 (Weighting). Let (X,G,B) be a GDD, and let w : X → Z+ ∪ {0} be a weight function on X.
Suppose that for each block B ∈ B, there exists a (k, )-frame of type {w(x) : x ∈ B}. Then there is a (k, )-frame of
type
{∑
x∈G w(x) : G ∈ G
}
.
Construction 2.7 (Inﬂating RGDDs by RTDs). If there exists a (k, )-RGDD of type hu and an RTD(k, m), then
there exists a (k, )-RGDD of type (mh)u.
Construction 2.8 (Frame constructions). Suppose there is a (k, )-frame with type T ={ti : i =1, 2, . . . , n}. Suppose
also that t |ti and that there exists a (k, )-RGDD of type t1+ti /t for i = 1, 2, . . . , n. Then there exists a (k, )-RGDD
of type tu where u = 1 +∑ni=1(ti/t). Furthermore, there exists a (k, ) -IRGDD of type t (u,1+ti /t) for 1 in.
Construction 2.9 (Generalized frameconstructions). Suppose there is a (k, )-framewith typeT={ti : i=1, 2, . . . , n}.
Let t | ti and b> 0. If there exists a (k, )-IRGDD of type t (ti /t+b,b) for i = 1, 2, . . . , n − 1, then there exists a (k, )-
IRGDD of type t (u+b,tn/t+b) where u = ∑ni=1(ti/t). Furthermore, if a (k, )-RGDD of type t tn/t+b exists, then a
(k, )-RGDD of type tu+b exists.
The following construction is established in [20].
Construction 2.10 (Constructions using color classes). Suppose there exists a (k, )-RGDD of type gu, a (k, )-frame
of type (mg)v where um+ 1, and that there exists an RTD(k,mv). Then there exists a (k, )-RGDD of type (mg)uv .
The following construction is ﬁrst established in [13] for index unity. Now, we generalize it to the case for general
index .
Construction 2.11. Suppose there is an RTD(t, n) with t2. Suppose also that there exist both a (k, )-frame of type
hn and a (k, )-RGDD of type ht . Then there exists a (k, )-RGDD of type (ht)n.
Proof. Start from the RTD(t, n) and regard it as a {t, n}-RGDD of type tn. Give weight h and use (k, )-frames of
type hn to ﬁll in the blocks of size n and use (k, )-RGDDs of type ht to ﬁll in the blocks of size t. LetA be a special
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parallel class of size t. If we inﬂate in the normal way, then each of the blocks inA will produce h(t − 1)/(k − 1)
parallel classes of blocks of size k. But, we will only take h(t −2)/(k−1) of them and save the h/(k−1) remaining
parallel classes for use later on. It is easy to see that for any ﬁxed point x in the blocks of size n we have exactly
h/(k − 1) frame holey parallel classes missing the h points inﬂated from x. Now, for any ﬁxed block B ∈ A, take
the saved h/(k − 1) remaining parallel classes, and pair them up with the previous h/(k − 1) frame holey parallel
classes missing the t ×h points inﬂated from the points of block B. Do it for every block inA and inﬂate other parallel
classes of size t in the normal way, the result is a (k, )-RGDD of type (ht)n. 
Before closing this section, we state a preliminary result for future use in Sections 5 and 6.
Lemma 2.12. For each n ≡ 1 (mod 3), there exists a (4, 3)-RGDD of type hn with h ≡ 0 (mod 4).
Proof. For each given n ≡ 1 (mod 3), we have a (4, 1)-RGDD of type hn with h ≡ 0 (mod 4) by Theorem 1.1. Hence,
we have a (4, 3)-RGDD of the same type. 
3. Direct constructions
Lemma 3.1. For each n ∈ {8, 10, 12, 14, 18, 20, 24, 26, 30, 34, 38, 42}, there exists a (4, 3)-RGDD of type 2n.
Proof. Let the point set be Z2(n−1) ∪ {∞1,∞2}, and let {{j, j + (n − 1)} : j = 1, . . . , n − 1} ∪ {{∞1,∞2}} be the
group set of the (4, 3)-RGDD. Below are the required base blocks.
n = 8: {5, 10, 11, 13}, {1, 2, 3, 6}, {4, 8, 14,∞1}, {7, 9, 12,∞2}.
n = 10: {1, 8, 15, 18}, {3, 9, 13, 16}, {5, 6, 7, 11}, {12, 14, 17,∞1}, {2, 4, 10,∞2}.
n = 12: {2, 17, 18, 21}, {7, 8, 15, 20}, {4, 6, 12, 22}, {5, 9, 14, 19}, {10, 11, 13,∞1},
{1, 3, 16,∞2}.
n = 14: {4, 6, 7, 11}, {15, 16, 17, 23}, {1, 10, 18, 21}, {3, 5, 19, 26}, {8, 12, 20, 24},
{2, 13, 22,∞1}, {9, 14, 25,∞2}.
n = 18: {8, 12, 15, 20}, {10, 18, 24, 31}, {9, 19, 25, 34}, {13, 22, 27, 33}, {4, 7, 11, 23},
{1, 2, 3, 32}, {5, 6, 21, 29}, {14, 16, 26,∞1}, {17, 28, 30,∞2}.
n = 20: {9, 10, 16, 38}, {15, 20, 25, 28}, {6, 12, 17, 29}, {1, 4, 18, 35}, {11, 23, 24, 26},
{3, 14, 30, 32}, {2, 27, 34, 36}, {5, 13, 21, 31}, {7, 8, 22,∞1}, {19, 33, 37,∞2}.
n = 24: {3, 17, 20, 39}, {13, 22, 29, 33}, {1, 2, 21, 36}, {8, 12, 26, 37}, {10, 24, 28, 30},
{4, 34, 35, 42}, {9, 11, 40, 45}, {6, 7, 31, 43}, {16, 41, 44, 46}, {19, 25, 32, 38},
{5, 14, 27,∞1}, {15, 18, 23,∞2}.
n = 26: {6, 10, 27, 36}, {11, 19, 37, 50}, {38, 40, 43, 49}, {26, 28, 32, 33}, {9, 15, 47, 48},
{3, 17, 24, 25}, {8, 18, 21, 35}, {12, 31, 39, 46}, {2, 7, 22, 34}, {1, 13, 16, 29},
{14, 23, 42, 44}, {4, 20, 30,∞1}, {5, 41, 45,∞2}.
n = 30: {1, 2, 39, 56}, {13, 19, 25, 38}, {16, 23, 44, 50}, {5, 7, 46, 55}, {9, 27, 31, 51},
{6, 24, 29, 36}, {21, 34, 42, 53}, {26, 37, 40, 54}, {4, 8, 20, 30}, {10, 32, 33, 41},
{3, 18, 28, 43}, {11, 35, 49, 58}, {12, 14, 15, 57}, {45, 47, 52,∞1}, {17, 22, 48,∞2}.
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n = 34: {12, 35, 48, 50}, {3, 9, 20, 28}, {14, 17, 30, 42}, {1, 5, 23, 49}, {2, 7, 8, 10},
{37, 38, 47, 61}, {21, 25, 45, 51}, {24, 31, 58, 60}, {18, 22, 39, 57}, {6, 13, 55, 63},
{16, 27, 59, 62}, {15, 29, 34, 44}, {33, 43, 52, 64}, {11, 40, 65, 66}, {19, 32, 46, 53},
{4, 26, 54,∞1}, {36, 41, 56,∞2}.
n = 38: {19, 35, 57, 67}, {2, 5, 29, 47}, {10, 24, 33, 58}, {25, 50, 63, 71}, {15, 21, 48, 51},
{7, 27, 30, 32}, {34, 38, 42, 49}, {1, 14, 36, 55}, {22, 43, 45, 65}, {3, 13, 20, 68},
{16, 44, 56, 60}, {11, 12, 28, 46}, {9, 62, 70, 72}, {31, 37, 61, 66}, {4, 23, 54, 69},
{6, 17, 18, 74}, {26, 40, 41, 73}, {52, 59, 64,∞1}, {8, 39, 53,∞2}.
n = 42: {22, 31, 43, 69}, {21, 40, 61, 74}, {20, 28, 51, 80}, {27, 33, 64, 71}, {11, 30, 44, 46},
{18, 42, 55, 78}, {7, 9, 39, 49}, {24, 25, 35, 58}, {3, 59, 67, 75}, {2, 5, 60, 72},
{1, 10, 14, 15}, {19, 36, 37, 54}, {16, 53, 70, 73}, {13, 45, 76, 81}, {50, 57, 79, 82},
{23, 34, 38, 77}, {8, 29, 63, 65}, {4, 47, 56, 62}, {41, 48, 52, 68}, {6, 26, 32,∞1},
{12, 17, 66,∞2}.
Here, the above base blocks corresponding to each n form a parallel class. Then, we develop this parallel class
+1mod 2(n − 1) to get the (4, 3)-RGDD as desired. 
Lemma 3.2. There exists a (4, 3)-RGDD of type 244.
Proof. Let the point set be (Z43 ∪ {∞}) × Z2, and let the group set be {{j} × Z2 : j = 1, . . . , 43} ∪ {{∞} × Z2}.
Below are the required base blocks.
{(13, 1), (20, 1), (29, 1), (35, 1)}, {(6, 1), (16, 2), (21, 2), (36, 2)},
{(15, 1), (22, 1), (25, 1), (33, 1)}, {(13, 1), (24, 1), (28, 2), (30, 2)},
{(6, 1), (8, 1), (9, 1), (27, 2)}, {(10, 1), (19, 2), (35, 1), (40, 2)},
{(10, 1), (14, 1), (23, 2), (39, 1)}, {(4, 1), (20, 2), (23, 1), (37, 2)},
{(3, 1), (38, 2), (41, 1), (1, 1)}, {(3, 1), (14, 1), (15, 2), (25, 2)},
{(7, 1), (12, 2), (19, 2), (32, 2)}, {(2, 1), (41, 1), (43, 2), (1, 2)},
{(2, 1), (11, 1), (16, 1), (31, 2)}, {(7, 1), (12, 2), (18, 2), (33, 2)},
{(18, 1), (30, 1), (34, 1), (42, 1)}, {(5, 1), (11, 1), (34, 2), (38, 1)},
{(24, 1), (26, 2), (37, 1), (43, 2)}, {(9, 1), (17, 1), (26, 1), (27, 2)},
{(5, 1), (17, 2), (36, 1), (40, 2)}, {(8, 1), (22, 1), (29, 2), (42, 2)},
{(∞, 1), (4, 1), (21, 2), (28, 1)}, {(∞, 1), (31, 2), (32, 2), (39, 1)}.
Here, we ﬁrst develop these blocks (−, mod 2) to get a parallel class from the 11 blocks listed in the left-hand column
and another parallel class from the 11 blocks in the right-hand column. Then, we develop these two parallel classes
(mod 43, −) to get the RGDD as required. 
Lemma 3.3. For each n ∈ {6, 9, 11, 14, 15, 17, 18, 23}, there exists a (4, 3)-RGDD of type 4n.
Proof. Let the point set be Z4(n−1) ∪ {∞1,∞2,∞3,∞4}, and let {{j, j + (n − 1), j + 2(n − 1), j + 3(n − 1)} :
j = 1, . . . , n − 1} ∪ {{∞1,∞2,∞3,∞4}} be the group set of the (4, 3)-RGDD. Below are the required base blocks.
n = 6: {1, 3, 14, 15}, {9, 13, 17, 20}, {11, 18, 19,∞1}, {7, 10, 16,∞2}, {2, 4, 5,∞3},
{6, 8, 12,∞4}.
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n = 9: {17, 21, 23, 24}, {3, 13, 15, 26}, {1, 2, 11, 16}, {5, 8, 22, 28}, {6, 7, 10, 20},
{4, 9, 30,∞1}, {25, 27, 32,∞2}, {12, 19, 31,∞3}, {14, 18, 29,∞4}.
n = 11: {5, 8, 20, 36}, {7, 13, 19, 40}, {1, 9, 17, 34}, {2, 3, 21, 29}, {22, 24, 25, 39},
{15, 26, 32, 37}, {16, 18, 23, 27}, {10, 11, 14,∞1}, {6, 28, 30,∞2}, {4, 31, 35,∞3},
{12, 33, 38,∞4}.
n = 14: {5, 9, 10, 12}, {6, 27, 41, 51}, {15, 26, 34, 35}, {3, 23, 30, 45}, {1, 38, 43, 47},
{21, 22, 33, 50}, {2, 20, 36, 42}, {8, 11, 31, 49}, {4, 25, 29, 48}, {7, 19, 24, 40},
{16, 18, 32,∞1}, {13, 28, 37,∞2}, {14, 17, 39,∞3}, {44, 46, 52,∞4}.
n = 15: {5, 9, 41, 50}, {22, 47, 52, 54}, {4, 11, 16, 31}, {13, 17, 44, 56}, {7, 14, 18, 55},
{3, 26, 37, 38}, {15, 32, 48, 53}, {8, 40, 43, 46}, {2, 36, 39, 49}, {6, 19, 29, 45},
{25, 27, 33, 35}, {1, 10, 30,∞1}, {12, 28, 34,∞2}, {20, 21, 51,∞3}, {23, 24, 42,∞4}.
n = 17: {18, 35, 45, 59}, {10, 14, 38, 63}, {8, 12, 20, 26}, {15, 23, 51, 60}, {1, 13, 22, 31},
{32, 33, 52, 62}, {11, 37, 42, 49}, {17, 25, 28, 58}, {16, 30, 41, 47}, {3, 46, 48, 50},
{2, 24, 29, 53}, {19, 39, 44, 57}, {21, 36, 43, 56}, {54, 61, 64,∞1}, {34, 40, 55,∞2},
{4, 5, 27,∞3}, {6, 7, 9,∞4}.
n = 18: {26, 32, 33, 42}, {28, 54, 59, 60}, {15, 19, 43, 51}, {12, 49, 57, 67}, {18, 23, 53, 64},
{2, 5, 14, 58}, {17, 46, 62, 66}, {20, 22, 27, 47}, {4, 13, 25, 39}, {30, 36, 52, 65},
{1, 24, 44, 55}, {34, 38, 41, 56}, {10, 29, 40, 50}, {6, 7, 31, 45}, {9, 11, 37,∞1},
{8, 16, 35,∞2}, {48, 61, 63,∞3}, {3, 21, 68,∞4}.
n = 23: {22, 25, 33, 73}, {10, 15, 30, 40}, {28, 53, 63, 81}, {11, 24, 35, 58}, {7, 19, 37, 56},
{21, 34, 79, 85}, {17, 45, 74, 76}, {5, 52, 66, 67}, {2, 57, 83, 84}, {20, 46, 48, 69},
{1, 36, 82, 86}, {27, 39, 43, 75}, {8, 13, 29, 54}, {9, 47, 59, 80}, {16, 61, 70, 71},
{6, 51, 60, 65}, {38, 41, 55, 87}, {18, 26, 42, 49}, {14, 23, 31, 50}, {3, 72, 78,∞1},
{44, 62, 64,∞2}, {4, 77, 88,∞3}, {12, 32, 68,∞4}.
Here, the above base blocks corresponding to each n form a parallel class. Then, we develop this parallel class
+1mod 4(n − 1) to get the (4, 3)-RGDD as desired. 
Lemma 3.4. There exists a (4, 3)-RGDD of type 66.
Proof. Let the point set beZ30∪{∞1,∞2, . . . ,∞6}, and let {{j, j+5, . . . , j+25} : j=1, . . ., 5}∪{{∞1,∞2, . . .,∞6}}
be the group set of the (4, 3)-RGDD. Below are the required base blocks.
{2, 11, 24, 28}, {8, 19, 20, 22}, {1, 7, 9, 15}, {4, 5, 23,∞1}, {6, 12, 13,∞2}, {17, 26, 29,∞3},
{3, 16, 30,∞4}, {10, 14, 21,∞5}, {18, 25, 27,∞6}.
Here, the above base blocks form a parallel class. Then, we develop this parallel class+1mod 30 to get the (4, 3)-RGDD
as desired. 
Lemma 3.5. For each n ∈ {6, 11}, there exists a (4, 3)-RGDD of type 8n.
Proof. Let the point set be Z8(n−1) ∪ {∞1,∞2, . . . ,∞8}, and let {{j, j + (n − 1), . . . , j + 7(n − 1)} : j = 1, . . . ,
n − 1} ∪ {{∞1,∞2, . . . ,∞8}} be the group set of the (4, 3)-RGDD. Below are the required base blocks.
n = 6: {16, 20, 23, 29}, {4, 11, 25, 33}, {6, 7, 8, 39}, {2, 5, 26, 28}, {10, 21, 34,∞1},
{18, 22, 24,∞2}, {3, 17, 35,∞3}, {9, 12, 40,∞4}, {1, 13, 30,∞5}, {14, 36, 37,∞6},
{15, 27, 31,∞7}, {19, 32, 38,∞8}.
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n = 11: {2, 45, 56, 64}, {47, 49, 50, 76}, {44, 53, 58, 70}, {1, 7, 62, 80}, {6, 13, 19, 28},
{9, 24, 66, 77}, {17, 33, 42, 65}, {12, 40, 46, 78}, {35, 38, 43, 72}, {11, 30, 54, 75},
{8, 39, 61, 74}, {14, 16, 18, 63}, {4, 27, 48, 69}, {31, 55, 59, 67}, {23, 34, 41,∞1},
{21, 60, 73,∞2}, {3, 36, 52,∞3}, {20, 37, 71,∞4}, {5, 29, 68,∞5}, {10, 15, 51,∞6},
{22, 25, 26,∞7}, {32, 57, 79,∞8}.
Here, the above base blocks corresponding to each n form a parallel class. Then, we develop this parallel class
+1mod 8(n − 1) to get the (4, 3)-RGDD as desired. 
4. Rees constructions
In this section, we shall employ the elegant and powerful constructions established by Rees in [16], which were
applied to settle the existence problem for (3, )-RGDDs of type hn and dramatically used in [17,18] for other problems.
Construction 4.1 (Rees [16, Construction 1]). Let (X,G,B) be anA-resolvable (k, )-GDD of type gu in which for
each i ∈ A there are ri i-parallel classes of blocks. Suppose that there is a TD(u, h) admitting H as a group of
automorphisms acting sharply transitively on the points of each group. Let Hj be a collection of subsets of H, there
being ri such subsets of size i for each i ∈A, and suppose that the collection
{
Hj ∗  :  ∈ H, j = 1, 2, . . . ,∑i ri
}
is resolvable on H. Then there is a resolvable (k, )-GDD of type (hg)u.
Construction 4.2 (Rees [17, Corollary 2.2]). If there is an -resolvable (k, )-GDD of type gu and a TD(u, ), then
there is a resolvable (k, )-GDD of type (g)u.
Theorem 4.3. If h ≡ 1, 3 (mod 4) and n ≡ 0 (mod 4), then there exists a (4, 3)-RGDD of type hn.
Proof. From [1], a Wh(n) exists for each n ≡ 0 (mod 4), which is also a (4, 3)-RGDD of type 1n. Start from these
(4, 3)-RGDDs and apply Construction 2.7 with an RTD(4, h) to obtain all the desired (4, 3)-RGDDs except for h= 3.
For h=3 and n = 4, the required designs come from Theorem 1.1 by simply repeating the blocks of a (4, 1)-RGDD
of type 3n three times.
For h= 3 and n= 4, start from a 3-resolvable (4, 3)-GDD of type 14 consisting of 3 repeated blocks on 4 points and
apply Construction 4.2 to get the desired (4, 3)-RGDD. 
Lemma 4.4. There exists a [1, 1, 2, 2]-resolvable (4, 3)-GDD of type 24. Hence, there exists a 3-resolvable and a
{1, 5}-resolvable (4, 3)-GDD of the same type.
Proof. Let the point set be {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8} and let the group set be {{1, 5}, {2, 6}, {3, 7}, {4, 8}}. Below are the
required blocks.
{1, 2, 3, 4}, {5, 6, 7, 8},
{1, 3, 6, 8}, {2, 4, 5, 7},
{1, 6, 7, 8}, {3, 4, 5, 6}, {1, 2, 4, 7}, {2, 3, 5, 8},
{2, 5, 7, 8}, {1, 2, 3, 8}, {1, 4, 6, 7}, {3, 4, 5, 6}.
Here, both of the blocks in the ﬁrst and the second row form a parallel class. The blocks in each of the remaining 2
rows form a 2-resolvable parallel class. 
Lemma 4.5. There exist (4, 3)-RGDDs of types 64 and 104.
Proof. Applying Construction 4.2 with a 3-resolvable (4, 3)-GDD of type 24 coming from Lemma 4.4 and a TD(4, 3),
we obtain a (4, 3)-RGDD of type 64. For the desired (4, 3)-RGDD of type 104, apply Construction 4.1 with a
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{1, 5}-resolvable (4, 3)-GDD of type 24 coming from Lemma 4.4 and a TD(4, 5) by taking H = Z5, H1 = {0} and
H2 = H . 
Lemma 4.6. There exists a [1, 1, 2, 2, 4]-resolvable (4, 3)-GDD of type 26. Hence, there exists a 5-resolvable (4, 3)
-GDD of the same type.
Proof. Let the point set be Z12 and let the group set be {{j, j + 6} : j = 0, 1, . . . , 5}. Below are the required base
blocks.
{1, 4, 11, 6}, {1, 0, 4, 9}, {1, 2, 6, 5}, {4, 7, 6, 8}, {1, 8, 9, 11}.
Here, all the base blocks are developed by +2mod 12. The ﬁrst block generates one parallel class when developed by
+4mod 12 and gives 2 such classes in total. Each of the second and the third block generates one 2-resolvable parallel
class when developed by +2mod 12. The remaining 2 base blocks generate a 4-resolvable parallel class. 
Lemma 4.7. There exists a (4, 3)-RGDD of types 106.
Proof. Applying Construction 4.2 with a 5-resolvable (4, 3)-GDD of type 26 coming from Lemma 4.6 and a TD(6, 5),
we obtain the desired (4, 3)-RGDD of type 106. 
Lemma 4.8. There exists a (4, 3)-RGDD of type (2h)6 for any h7, (h, 5) = 1 and h ≡ 1, 5 (mod 6).
Proof. Apply Construction 4.1 with a [1, 1, 2, 2, 4]-resolvable (4, 3)-GDD of type 26 coming from Lemma 4.6 and a
TD(6, h). Since h7, (h, 5) = 1 and h ≡ 1, 5 (mod 6), we may take H = Zh. Let H1 = H2 = {0}, H3 = H4 = {0, 1}
and H5 = {0, 1, 2, 3}. It was shown in Lemma 4.5 of [12] that the collection {Hj +  :  ∈ Zh, j = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5} is
resolvable. We obtain the (4, 3)-RGDDs as desired. 
Lemma 4.9. If h ≡ 2 (mod 4) and h6, then there exists a (4, 3)-RGDD of type h6.
Proof. For h ≡ 0 (mod 6), apply Construction 2.7 with a (4, 3)-RGDD of type 66 coming from Lemma 3.4 or a
(4, 1)-RGDD of type 186 coming from Theorem 1.1. For h /≡ 0 (mod 6), apply Construction 2.7 with a (4, 3)-RGDD
of type 106 coming from Lemma 4.7 or a (4, 3)-RGDD coming from Lemma 4.8. 
Lemma 4.10. If h ≡ 0 (mod 4), then there exists a (4, 3)-RGDD of type h5.
Proof. From Theorem 2.1, we have a (4, 3)-frame of type (h/4)5, which has h/4 holey parallel classes corresponding
to each of the 5 holes of size h/4. Take one holey parallel class corresponding to each hole to form a 4-resolvable class
and in total h/4 such classes. Hence, the (4, 3)-frame is a 4-resolvable (4, 3)-RGDD. Now, apply Construction 4.2
with  = 4, k = 4 and u = 5 to obtain the designs as desired. 
Lemma 4.11. If h ≡ 0 (mod 8), then there exists a (4, 3)-RGDD of type h9.
Proof. The proof is similar to that of Lemma 4.10. From Theorem 2.1, we have a (4, 3)-frame of type (h/8)9, which
is also a 8-resolvable (4, 3)-GDD of the same type. Now, apply Construction 4.2 with  = 8, k = 4 and u = 9. 
5. (4, 3)-RGDDs of type hn with h ≡ 2 (mod 4)
In this section, we discuss the existence of (4, 3)-RGDDs of type hn with h ≡ 2 (mod 4). First, we deal with the
case when h = 2. Denote N2 = {n : a (4, 3)-RGDD of type 2n exists}. We need the following preliminary result.
Lemma 5.1. For each even n, 8n52, there exists a (4, 3)-RGDD of type 2n.
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Proof. From Lemmas 3.1–3.2, we only need to deal with the cases for n ∈ {16, 22, 28, 32, 36, 40, 46, 48, 50, 52}. For
n = 16, 22, 28, 40, we have a (4, 1)-RGDD of type 2n by Theorem 1.1. Hence, we have a (4, 3)-RGDD of the same
type.
For n = 32, 48, 50, start from a (4, 3)-RGDD of type (2m)u where m ∈ {8, 10, 12} and u ∈ {4, 5} coming from
Theorem 1.1 or Lemma 4.10 and apply Construction 2.5 with a (4, 3)-RGDD of type 2m coming from Lemma 3.1.We
obtain a (4, 3)-RGDD of type 2n for n = mu. The suitable parameters n,m and u such that n = mu are listed below.
n = 32: m = 8, u = 4; n = 48: m = 12, u = 4; n = 50: m = 10, u = 5.
For n ∈ {36, 46}, start from (4, 3)-frames of types 145 and 185 coming from Theorem 2.1 and apply Construction
2.8. Adjoining 2 inﬁnite points and using, respectively, a (4, 3)-RGDD of type 28 and a (4, 3)-RGDD of type 210 to
ﬁll in the holes gives the required (4, 3)-RGDDs.
Finally, for n = 52, starting from a (4, 3)-frame of type 205 coming from Theorem 2.1, adjoining 4 inﬁnite points
and applying Construction 2.9 with a (4, 3)-RGDD of type 212 coming from Lemma 3.1 and a (4, 3)-IRGDD of type
2(10+2,2) coming from Lemma 2.4 to ﬁll in holes, we obtain the desired design. 
We also need the following working lemma.
Lemma 5.2. Let m and x be nonnegative integers and 3xm − 1. Suppose a TD(6,m) exists. If there exists a
(4, 3)-RGDD of type 22x+2, then there exists a (4, 3)-RGDD of type 2n with n = 10m + 2x + 2.
Proof. Truncate one group in the TD(6,m) to size x. Take a deleted point to redeﬁne groups. This gives a {5, 6,m}-
GDD of type 5mx1. Applying Construction 2.6 with weight 4, adjoining 4 inﬁnite points and applying Construction
2.9 with a (4, 3)-RGDD of type 22x+2 and a (4, 3)-IRGDD of type 2(10+2,2) coming from Lemma 2.4 to ﬁll in holes,
we then obtain the design as required. Here we need (4, 3)-frames of type 4u for u ∈ {5, 6,m} as input designs, which
all come from Theorem 2.1. The proof is complete. 
Lemma 5.3. Let n be even. If n238, then n ∈ N2.
Proof. From Lemma 2.3, we have a TD(6,m) for any m23. For any ﬁxed even n238, write n = 10m + 2x + 2
with 2x + 2 ∈ {8, 10, 12, 14, 16}. Combine Lemmas 5.1 and 5.2, the conclusion then follows. 
Lemma 5.4. Let n be even. If n ∈ [58, 236] and n /∈ {62, 64, 66, 68, 70, 72, 74, 76, 86, 110, 112, 114, 116}, then
n ∈ N2.
Proof. Applying Lemma 5.2 with m = 5, 7, 8, 9, 11, 12, 13, 15, 17, 19, 20 and 3xm − 1, we get a (4, 3)-RGDD
of type 2n with n ∈ [10m + 8, 12m]. Here, the required (4, 3)-RGDDs of type 22x+2 all come from Lemma 5.1. It is
readily checked that these intervals cover all the desired n. 
Lemma 5.5. If n ∈ {56, 64, 66, 76, 86, 116}, then n ∈ N2.
Proof. Start from a (4, 3)-frame of type (2s)t where s ∈ {7, 11, 13, 15, 17, 23} and t ∈ {5, 9} coming fromTheorem2.1
and applyConstruction 2.8.Adjoining 2 inﬁnite points and using (4, 3)-RGDDsof type 2u foru ∈ {8, 12, 14, 16, 18, 24}
coming from Lemma 5.1 to ﬁll in the holes gives the required (4, 3)-RGDDs. We list the suitable parameters such that
n = st + 1 below.
n = 56: s = 11, t = 5; n = 76: s = 15, t = 5;
n = 64: s = 7, t = 9; n = 86: s = 17, t = 5;
n = 66: s = 13, t = 5; n = 116: s = 23, t = 5. 
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Lemma 5.6. If n ∈ {70, 72, 110, 112}, then n ∈ N2.
Proof. By Lemmas 2.12 and 3.3, we have a (4, 3)-RGDD of type 4u with u ∈ {7, 9, 11}. Apply Construction 2.7 with
an RTD(4,m/2) for m ∈ {8, 10, 16} to obtain a (4, 3)-RGDD of type (2m)u. Starting from this (4, 3)-RGDD and
applying Construction 2.5 with a (4, 3)-RGDD of type 2m coming from Lemma 5.1, we obtain a (4, 3)-RGDD of type
2mu as desired. We list the suitable factorization of each n into m and u with n = mu below.
n = 70: m = 10, u = 7; n = 110: m = 10, u = 11;
n = 72: m = 8, u = 9; n = 112: m = 16, u = 7. 
Lemma 5.7. If n ∈ {62, 74, 114}, then n ∈ N2.
Proof. For n = 62, starting from a (4, 3)-frame of type 206 coming from Theorem 2.1, adjoining 4 inﬁnite points
and applying Construction 2.9 with a (4, 3)-RGDD of type 212 coming from Lemma 3.1 and a (4, 3)-IRGDD of type
2(10+2,2) coming from Lemma 2.4 to ﬁll in holes, we obtain the desired design.
For n = 74, start from a TD(6, 7), remove a block and use one of the deleted points to redeﬁne the groups. This
gives a {5, 6}-GDD of type 5661. Applying Construction 2.6 with weight 4, adjoining 4 points and ﬁlling in holes with
a (4, 3)-RGDD of type 214 and a (4, 3)-IRGDD of type 2(10+2,2), we obtain the desired design.
For n = 114, start from an RTD(6, 11), remove 10 points from the ﬁrst group and take one truncated parallel class
to redeﬁne the groups. This gives a {5, 6, 11}-GDD of type 51061. Applying Construction 2.6 with weight 4, adjoining
4 points and ﬁlling in holes with a (4, 3)-RGDD of type 214 and a (4, 3)-IRGDD of type 2(10+2,2), we obtain a
(4, 3)-RGDD of type 2114 as desired. 
Lemma 5.8. The necessary conditions for the existence of a (4, 3)-RGDD of type 2n, namely, n4 and n ≡ 0 (mod 2),
are also sufﬁcient except for n = 4, 6 and possibly excepting n = 54.
Proof. A complete computer search shows that there do not exist (4, 3)-RGDDs of types 24 and 26. For n= 68, apply
Construction 2.10 with g = 1, u = 4, m = 2 and v = 17 to obtain the desired (4, 3)-RGDD of type 268. Here, we need
a (4, 1)-RGDD of type 14, a (4, 3)-frame of type 217 and an RTD(4, 34), which come from Theorems 1.1, 2.1 and
Lemma 2.3, respectively. Combine Lemmas 5.1 and 5.3–5.7, the conclusion then follows. 
Now, we discuss the existence of (4, 3)-RGDDs of type 6n.
Lemma 5.9. The necessary conditions for the existence of a (4, 3)-RGDD of type 6n, namely, n4 and n ≡ 0 (mod 2),
are also sufﬁcient.
Proof. For n=4, the design comes from Lemma 4.5. For n=6, the design is constructed in Lemma 3.4. For n=54, 68,
take (4, 3)-RGDDs of types 369 and 2417 coming from Theorem 1.1 and apply Construction 2.5 with (4, 3)-RGDDs of
types 66 and 64, respectively, to obtain the (4, 3)-RGDDs as desired. For other values of n, the required designs exist
by Theorem 1.1. 
Theorem 5.10. If h ≡ 2 (mod 4), then the necessary conditions for the existence of a (4, 3)-RGDD of type hn, namely,
n4 and n ≡ 0 (mod 2) are also sufﬁcient except for (h, n) = (2, 4), (2, 6) and possibly excepting (h, n) = (2, 54).
Proof. For h = 2, the designs come from Lemma 5.8. For h = 6, the designs come from Lemma 5.9. For h10 and
n /∈ {4, 6, 54}, apply Construction 2.7 with a (4, 3)-RGDD of type 2n and an RTD(4, h/2) coming from Lemma 2.3. For
h10 and n ∈ {4, 6}, the designs come from Lemmas 2.3, 4.5 and 4.9. This leaves h10 and n= 54 to be considered.
For h10 and n= 54, starting from a (4, 3)-RGDD of type 49 coming from Lemma 3.3 and applying Construction
2.7 with an RTD(4, 3h/2), we obtain a (4, 3)-RGDD of type (6h)9. Applying Construction 2.5 with a (4, 3)-RGDD of
type h6 gives the desired designs. 
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6. (4, 3)-RGDDs of type hn with h ≡ 0 (mod 4)
In this section, we discuss the existence of (4, 3)-RGDDs of type hn with h ≡ 0 (mod 4). From Construction 2.7,
we need mainly to work on the cases when h = 4, 8, 12, or 24. First, we need the following preliminary results.
Lemma 6.1. Let h ∈ {4, 8}. If n ∈ {4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13}, then there exists a (4, 3)-RGDD of type hn.
Proof. For n= 8, 12, apply Construction 2.7 with an RTD(4, h) and a (4, 3)-RGDD of type 1n coming from Theorem
4.3. Combine Lemmas 2.12, 3.3, 3.5, 4.10 and 4.11, the conclusion then follows. 
Lemma 6.2. Let h ∈ {4, 8}. Suppose a TD(7,m) exists. Suppose also there exists a (4, 3)-RGDD of type ha1+1 with
3a1 <m. If n = 5m + a1 + a2 + 1 with 5a2m, then there exists a (4, 3)-RGDD of type hn.
Proof. Truncate 2 groups in the TD(7,m) to sizes a1 and a2. Take a deleted point from the group of size a1 to redeﬁne
groups. This gives a {5, 6, 7,m, a2}-GDD with groups of sizes 5, 6 and a1. Apply Construction 2.6 with weight h, add
h inﬁnite points and apply Construction 2.8 with (4, 3)-RGDDs of types h6, h7 coming from Lemma 6.1, and type
ha1+1 to obtain the design as desired. Here we need (4, 3)-frames of type hu for u ∈ {5, 6, 7,m, a2} as input designs,
which all come from Theorem 2.1. The proof is complete. 
Lemma 6.3. Let h ∈ {4, 8}. If n89, then there exists a (4, 3)-RGDD of type hn.
Proof. From Lemma 2.3, we have a TD(7,m) or a TD(7,m + 1) for any m16. Applying Lemma 6.2 with m16,
a1 = 3 and a2 ∈ [5,m], we then obtain a (4, 3)-RGDD of type hn for each n ∈ [5m + 9, 6m + 4]. Here, we need a
(4, 3)-RGDD of type h4 to ﬁll in holes, which comes from Lemma 6.1. It is not difﬁcult to check that the intervals
[5m + 9, 6m + 4] overlap when m runs over [16,∞). 
Lemma 6.4. Let h ∈ {4, 8}. If 49n88, then there exists a (4, 3)-RGDD of type hn.
Proof. Start with a TD(10, 9) and truncate 5 groups to size ai , where ai ∈ {0, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9} and 1 i5. This gives
a {5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10}-GDD of type 95a11a12 · · · a15 . Give weight h to each point of this GDD to obtain a (4, 3)-frame of type
(9h)5(ha1)1(ha2)1 · · · (ha5)1.Adding h inﬁnite points and using (4, 3)-RGDDs of type hu for u ∈ {4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10}
coming from Lemma 6.1 to ﬁll in the holes gives the desired (4, 3)-RGDDs. 
Lemma 6.5. Let h ∈ {4, 8}. If 39n48, then there exists a (4, 3)-RGDD of type hn.
Proof. The proof is similar to that of Lemma 6.4. Here, we start with a TD(7, 7) and truncate 2 groups to size ai , where
ai ∈ {0, 3, 4, . . . , 7} and 1 i2. 
Lemma 6.6. There exists a (4, 3)-RGDD of type h38 for h ∈ {4, 8}.
Proof. Start with a TD(6, 7) and delete 5 points from a block so as to form a {5, 6}-GDD of type 6571. Give weight h
to the points of this GDD to obtain a (4, 3)-frame of type (6h)5(7h)1.Adding h inﬁnite points and using (4, 3)-RGDDs
of type hu for u = 7, 8 coming from Lemma 6.1 to ﬁll in the holes gives the desired (4, 3)-RGDD of type h38. 
Lemma 6.7. Let h ∈ {4, 8}. If n ∈ {20, 24, 32, 36}, then there exists a (4, 3)-RGDD of type hn.
Proof. For each given n, a (4, 3)-RGDDof type 1n exists fromTheorem 4.3.Apply Construction 2.7 with an RTD(4, h)
to obtain the (4, 3)-RGDDs as desired. 
Lemma 6.8. Let h ∈ {4, 8}. If n ∈ {30, 35}, then there exists a (4, 3)-RGDD of type hn.
Proof. Starting from (4, 3)-RGDDs of types (6h)5 and (7h)5 coming from Lemma 4.10, applying Construction 2.5,
respectively, with a (4, 3)-RGDD of type h6 and a (4, 3)-RGDD of type h7, we obtain the desired designs. 
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Lemma 6.9. Let h ∈ {4, 8}. If n ∈ {21, 26, 29, 33}, then there exists a (4, 3)-RGDD of type hn.
Proof. Start from a (4, 3)-frame of type (hs)t where s ∈ {4, 5} and t ∈ {5, 7, 8} coming from Theorem 2.1 and apply
Construction 2.8. Adding h inﬁnite points and using (4, 3)-RGDDs of type hu for u= 5, 6 coming from Lemma 6.1 to
ﬁll in the holes gives the desired (4, 3)-RGDDs. We list the suitable parameters such that n = st + 1 below.
n = 21: s = 4, t = 5; n = 29: s = 4, t = 7;
n = 26: s = 5, t = 5; n = 33: s = 4, t = 8. 
Combining Lemmas 2.12, 6.1 and 6.3–6.9, we have the following result.
Lemma 6.10. Let h ∈ {4, 8}. If n4 and n /∈ {14, 15, 17, 18, 23, 27}, then there exists a (4, 3)-RGDD of type hn.
Lemma 6.11. If h ≡ 0 (mod 4), then there exists a (4, 3)-RGDD of type h27.
Proof. For h = 4, we have a (4, 3)-frame of type 127201 from Lemma 2.2. Adjoining 4 inﬁnite points and applying
Construction 2.8 with (4, 3)-RGDDs of type 4u for u = 4, 6 to ﬁll in the holes gives the desired design.
Forh=20, 60, inﬂate a (4, 3)-RGDDof type 427 with anRTD(4,m) form=5, 15 to obtain the desired (4, 3)-RGDDs.
For other values of h, take a TD(7, h) and truncate 2 groups to size (3h)/4. This gives a {5, 6, 7}-GDD of type
h5(3h/4)2. Give weight 4 to each point of this GDD to obtain a (4, 3)-frame of type (4h)5(3h)2. Adding h inﬁnite
points and using (4, 3)-RGDDs of type hu for u ∈ {4, 5} to ﬁll in the holes gives the desired (4, 3)-RGDDs. 
Lemma 6.12. If h ≡ 0 (mod 4) and h /∈ {8, 40}, then the necessary condition for the existence of a (4, 3)-RGDD of
type hn, namely, n4 is also sufﬁcient.
Proof. For h = 4, combine Lemmas 3.3, 6.10 and 6.11. For h = 12, 24, combine Theorem 1.1 and Lemma 6.11. For
other values of h, inﬂate a (4, 3)-RGDD of type 4n with an RTD(4, h/4) to obtain the desired (4, 3)-RGDDs. 
This leaves only h = 8, 40 to be considered. By Lemmas 6.10 and 6.11 and Construction 2.7, we only need to deal
with (4, 3)-RGDDs of type 8n for n ∈ {14, 15, 17, 18, 23}.
Lemma 6.13. There exists a (4, 3)-RGDD of type 8n for each n ∈ {14, 15, 17, 18, 23}.
Proof. For n = 14, 18, inﬂate a (4, 3)-RGDD of type 2n coming from Theorem 5.10 with an RTD(4, 4).
For n = 15, from [21] we have a (8, 1)-RGDD of type 815. Apply a slightly modiﬁed version of Construction 2.7
with (4, 3)-RGDDs of type 18 as input designs to obtain the (4, 3)-RGDD as desired.
For n = 17, apply Construction 2.11 with t = 8, n = 17 and h = 1.
Finally, for n = 23, take a TD(7, 8) and let A and B be two blocks intersecting at the point x of the TD. Remove all
the points other than x from the blocks A and B to obtain a {5, 6, 7}-GDD of type 6681. Give all the points in the GDD
weight 4 to obtain a (4, 3)-frame of type 246321. Adjoining 8 inﬁnite points and applying Construction 2.8 gives the
(4, 3)-RGDD of type 823 as desired. 
Theorem 6.14. If h ≡ 0 (mod 4), then the necessary condition for the existence of a (4, 3)-RGDD of type hn, namely,
n4 is also sufﬁcient.
Proof. For h=8, combine Lemmas 6.10, 6.11 and 6.13. For h=40, inﬂate a (4, 3)-RGDDof type 8n with anRTD(4, 5).
For other values of h, the conclusion follows immediately by Lemma 6.12. 
Now, we are in a position to prove our main result, which is stated in Theorem 1.2.
Proof of Theorem 1.2. Combine Theorems 4.3, 5.10 and 6.14, the conclusion then follows. 
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7. Concluding remarks
In this paper, we investigate the existence of resolvable group divisible designs with block size four, group-type hn
and index three. The results listed in Theorems 1.1 and 1.2 will be useful for completing the existence problem of
resolvable group dividable designs with block size four and general index .
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